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IDEA
Pepe is a series for 4-6 year old girls and boys about a little football crazy boy
with a big heart who is finding his way in the world learning resilience through
friendship, family and FOOTBALL! The idea behind the series is teaching kids about
emotional management. Animation is used to express difficult feeilngs in a fun and
colourful way. Our little hero, Pepe, learns ways to overcome the biggest challenge
in his life: those FEELINGS!

SYNOPSIS
Six-year-old Pepe is bright, boisterous and loves sport. He loves to win and loves to
be the best. Pepe simply MUST be number one. He knows best too. Pepe is a true
optimist and he has great plans. He should definitely be prime minister, on the
national football team, and world champion at the age of six.
So there should be nothing stopping Pepe. If only it wasn´t for those FEELINGS!
Feelings that always trip him up and put him to the challenge.

ABOUT PEPE
Pepe is a sensitive soul. He does not react very well to losing. Or to anything
that goes wrong. Especially losing! But these things can happen to even the best.
It´s part of life. For Pepe, the unpredictability of life is a great challenge. To him
a small adversity can seem like a catastrophe. Like his model airplane breaking.
Mama burning his birthday cake. Not getting on the team!!!

Pepe has no problem expressing himself, just not with words. But hitting is not
allowed and boys don´t cry. Feelings like anger, fear, heartbreak and
disappointment overwhelm Pepe and transform our hero into blazing fire,
a speachless blob, a tiny scribble or a crumpled paper ball.

It’s important Pepe learns to count, read, and tie his shoelaces. But to succeed in
life, he has to learn to manage his emotions. Name them, accept them, realise that
pain comes and goes and how to behave appropriately. In other words be resilient.
And that is the main focus of this series.

In the series Pepe learns, that life is not about victory or defeat. It´s about how
you play the game. It takes experience, creativity, and rationality to solve
difficulties. But sometimes just a few deep breaths or a chat with a friend works
wonders.

PEPE’S WORLD
Pepe lives in a big city. His universe consists of school, football and his family.
Mama and Papa are divorced, but this does not define Pepe. Sometimes things can
get complicated, but Mama and Papa do their best. Pepe loves every day at school
and playing with his friends. But best of all is Saturday when Papa takes him to
football practice.

Pepe’s adventures are based on everyday situations in a contemporary world.
The themes range from sibling rivalry, to moral dilemmas, first love and conflicts
between friends. Life at six is fun. But still Pepe feels like he has to fight his
every corner. Sofia, his little sister, always seems to get all the attention. And she
thinks it’s her, who is the best! She ALWAYS wants to join Pepe when he plays.

Some days things go wrong at school. Pepe doesn´t get invited to Leah´s party. He
gets placed next to his arch enemy Felix on the bus. Ronaldo refuses to play with
him, when he is too bossy. At football practice a new talented boy poses a threat.
Pepe can get scared and nervous too. Like the night before football trials, when he
just wants to quit. Or when Grandpa goes to hospital and Pepe worries about him.

Mama and Papa are very busy. Sometimes they fail to fulfill Pepe´s dreams and
expectations. They don’t always support his aspirations and ambitious plans. Pepe
can feel very frustrated when he doesn’t get his way.

Luckily Pepe has Grandpa. Grandpa always has time and offers a breathing space
in Pepes hectic life. Pepe loves to build model airplanes and chatting with his
grandfather. Grandpa remembers just what it´s like to be a boy. He just
understands.

Mama, Papa, Sofia and Grandpa might not agree on everything. But somes things
they have in common. They love Pepe, they love football and they are always
there to cheer him on!

PEPE AND HIS FRIENDS
Friendship and communication play a significant part in Pepe’s journey. Fortunately
Pepe has good friends he feels he can confide in and he is encouraged to put things
into words and share.

Pepe and his friends come from different backgrounds, some speak with an accent,
some are blonde, some are brown, some are black. Pepe’s focus is on himself and
he is the main character. But the stories are also about his family and his friends:
Ronaldo, Felix, Ali, Viktoria, Leah and Melinda. Each of Pepe’s friends have distinctive
personlities. Felix likes to brag. Viktoria fights for her high ideals and Ronaldo is a
good buddy.

Pepe and his friends take every opportunity to live life to the full. They build the
world’s tiniest snowman, put on a school play, and fight off alien invaders with song.
Pepe often has friends over to play. Then Sofia wants to join in. She even steals his
new friend, Matt! Most of Pepe’s friends play football too. Sometimes their team
wins. Sometimes they loose. But they always have a lot of fun together.

Pepe´s friends and family help him accept that adversity is part of life. In each
episode, Pepe learns different ways of coping with his feelings. He learns to share
with Sofia, to appreciate his real friends, to persevere, and not be knocked out by
defeat. He understands that other people have feelings too and that he has to
consider them. Pepe learns to forgive, forget and even makes peace with an old foe.

CHARACTERS:
PEPE has just turned 6. When Pepe grows up, he is
going to be a big football star, who earns loads of
money and owns a big house, a big car and a big dog
too. Pepe’s ambitions are age-appropriately materialistic. But his talent and work ethic don´t really reflect
his ambitions. To Pepe´s big frustration! Pepe struggles to express himself verbally.
He is impatient, temperamental, and a sore loser.
Luckily Pepe has other interests that could take him
just as far in life as football. He loves to build model
planes with Granddad. It is more likely that Pepe will
follow Grandpa´s footsteps and become a mechanic than becoming a footballer. Pepe is a loving and
faithful friend. He loves Papa, Mama, Ronaldo, and
Grandpa. Pepe is not always sure he loves his little
sister, Sofia, though. But when Pepe’s love is put to
the test, there is no doubt. He loves Sofia, his most
devoted fan.

SISTER

SOFIA is only 3 years old. She is adorably cute,
and unlike Pepe, she knows how to manipulate her
surroundings to her advantage. Especially PAPA!
Sofia expresses herself precisely with her few
words. She is crafty and doesn’t always play fair.
Sofia’s main weapon is: Head tilted. Long eyelashes.
Blink blink. And then WAAAAA! Nobody achieves
anything by crying, you say. Except for Sofia.
Things come easy to Sofia. As the second child,
Pepe has paved the way for her in many ways.
Sofia’s world has high ceilings and no borders.
You might doubt if Sofia actually has feelings, but
she loves her big brother more than anything, and
her challenging behavior might also be called exuberance.

MAMA always seems to be busy with work
– Her job is demanding. Sometimes she takes
work home and taps away on her laptop and
answers calls, trying to finish endless deadlines. Mama is quite into technology, especially her mobile phone. Mama is not very
domestic. She can´t cook or bake. But Pepe
and Sofia love it when she orders pizza, so
that’s okay. Mama loves Pepe and Sofia and
is prone to over-promising due to the
demands of her schedule.
MUM

PAPA is a photographer and young at heart. Papa
lives in the moment just like the kids. Though playful, he is also a calm, fair and warm father figure.
He works freelance and always has time for Pepe
and Sofia.
The universal law that holds Pepe´s life together is,
that it MUST be PAPA who takes Pepe to football
training Saturday mornings. Then MAMA can look
after SOFIA.
Papa loves football. Just like Pepe!

GRANDPA is old and wise. He is a retired airplane mechanic and a very enthusiastic model
airplane builder. GRANDPA has played a lot of
football in his days and he loves to tell stories
and anecdotes. Grandpa likes to listen to Pepe
too, even when everyone else has given up.
Grandpa can untangle a little of Pepe´s feelings
and diffuse situations with a kindly wink or a
knowing nod. “Use your words, Pepe,” Grandpa
says. Grandpa doesn´t judge or reprimand. He
just understands.

GRANDPA

THE FRIENDS:
RONALDO is 6 years old and Pepe´s best
friend. Ronaldo is a real buddy and he has
a calming influence on Pepe. Ronaldo loves
football just as much as Pepe does. One
day the two boys are going to play on the
same football team. Ronaldo is a bit of a
flower child. Kind, generous, funny and
not at all as materialistic and ambitious as
Pepe. Ronaldo is also a bit of an air-head.
He can be quite forgetful. Then Pepe helps
him remember and find his things. The two
friends are inseparable, but they also have
conflicts.

best friend

VIKTORIA is by far the best player on Pepe´s
football team. VIKTORIA´s dad is CARL, football
enthusiast and the voluntary football coach.
VIKTORIA started football training before she
could even walk. Viktoria is not afraid of
anything or anyone. She is idealistic and will
fight for her high ideals. Friendship, fairness
and inclusion.

MIDFIELD

MELINDA is nearly 7 years old. MELINDA
can´t run very fast and is rubbish at kicking
the ball, but she just loves football. MELINDA herself is convinced she is training for the
World Championship. MELINDA is a very kind
and sweet girl, but behind her pretty front,
she can be quite naughty. Her motto in life is:
“Come on! Your mum will never know!”

DEFENDER

LEAH is Pepe’s true love. She is fun and always has
cool gadgets. She prefers to play with the girls and
doesn´t know a thing about football. Still, all the
boys in class want to marry her. But LEAH is not
interested in anyone other than herself. Leah is a bit
like the girl with red hair in Charlie Brown.
Distant, cool and unobtainable. And she has no idea
who Pepe is!

FLAME

ALI is 6 too. He is not very good at football and
not very ambitious about the game. What happens
will happen. Ali mostly ends up in goal where he is
sure to miss the ball or trip over. But Pepe defends
him when he messes up.
Ali is gullible and easily led astray by the other
kids. He often plays with the girls who love to boss
him around.

GOALIE

FELIX is 7 years old. He is Pepe’s arch-enemy
and rival. Pepe and FELIX always argue. FELIX
is the biggest, oldest boy in class. He likes to
brag, and is prone to bullying.
I will easily beat you, he whispers to Pepe on
sports day. I’ve been practicing all summer.
Even though Pepe dislikes FELIX, he often ends
up having to spend a lot of time with him. Like
when they get placed together on the school
trip. But they have so much in common. They
are both the best! FELIX and Pepe have a lovehate relationship.

ATTACKER

CARL is VIKTORIA´S dad, and also the football
coach. Carl pretends to be very laid-back about
football, but deep down he is fiercely competitive.
Carl says that football is about working together. A
team sport. It is not about being the best or who
scores the most goals. Football is unpredictable, he
says. Like life! Anything can happen today. So don´t
flip out, Pepe. But Carl can also flip out himself.

COACH

OTHER CHARACTERS
There are also other friends and relations.
FABIO Papa´s car always breaks down, so they see a lot of Fabio. He’s enthusiastic and loves showing Pepe his tools and what he’s working on. He says
he can fix anything. But Papa´s car? Fabio has never seen such a wreck. Pepe
worships FABIO.
SEBASTIAN is the young and enthusiastic Year 1 teacher. He really loves music
and drama. He tolerates no nonsense and can be quite strict when the kids act
up. He has his own very left-field strategy for teaching.
MATT is the new kid in town. He is very talented at football and seems so cool.
He turns out to be very nice too! MIA makes up little schemes in class.

DIRECTOR´S STATEMENT
Pepe is a character you seldom meet in the world of fiction. A boy without any
special skills. He is not a comedic anti-hero or a hero gifted with special powers.
Pepe just loves football and his greatest challenge is managing his feelings. But from
here stems the drama and the identification. The stories are largely inspired by my
own children and their friends. An overheard conversation, a surprising reaction,
sibling rivalry.
I would like to make a series that addresses the issues contemporary children are
faced with at child height. Life at six is not all rosy. Even at his young age, Pepe
feels pressure. To fit in among his peers, to perform at school and at football, not to
be left out or behind.
My main focus is emotional management. But friendship is also a significant theme in
the series. Pepe has lots of friends, especially his best friend Ronaldo.
The series is not gender specific. Both boys and girls play football together.
The values of sport are inspiring for everyone: Inclusion, fair play and teamwork.

TECHNIQUE AND STYLE:
Sometimes Pepe speaks directly to the camera as if to a close friend, confiding
in us or making sure we hear his side of things. He connects with the audience in
an intimate way, and we experience his engaging and entertaining stories from his
6-year old’s point of view. Different film techniques such as slow-motion and timelapse are used to express Pepe´s different emotions, giving the films a
contemporary feel.

The animation technique is cut-out. Characters and backgrounds are a mixture of
photo-collage and drawing. Animation is used to visually express Pepe’s emotional turmoil. Feelings are animated as cartoony symbols, doodles, and colours. Pepe
morphs into a fiery doodle, turns red with embarassment, shines happily like a sun
or transform into a heartbroken crumpled paper ball.
The soundscape will reflect the family in a busy city bustling with traffic. There
will be lots of playful, jazzy music and the sounds are fun and cartoony.

STATE OF PROGRESS
We have 26 storylines, 4 script, 1 full pilotfilm, which has all been developped with
support from the Danish Broadcasting Cooperation, The Danish Filminstitute and Creative
Europe. The budget is 10.000 Euro per minute. Around 50% of the financing is secured.

BACKGROUNDS. AT FOOTBALL PRACTICE

AT PAPA´S FLAT

AT MAMA`S HOUSE

SCHOOL

AT GRANDPA´S HOUSE

STORYLINES:
1 FOOTBALL PRACTICE
Saturday morning is the best day of the week. Because then PAPA takes Pepe to
football practice. Today Pepe is playing a BIG match, and he can’t wait. But MAMA
gets called into work, and she can´t look after SOFIA. SOFIA has to come along to
football too. Pepe is cross that SOFIA is there, even when she cheers for him. So
cross, that he can’t concentrate on the game. He blunders and the other team scores
a goal. Then ALI the goal keeper hurts his foot. The game has to be cancelled! Unless
someone can replace ALI on goal? Pepe’S worst nightmare comes true, as his little
sister joins his team on goal. VIKTORIA reprimands Pepe. It’s not YOUR team, Pepe.
It’s OUR team. And the team needs both Pepe and SOFIA if they are going to win!
2 LEAHS BIRTHDAY
There is a girl in Pepe´s class called LEAH. Pepe really likes her. Pepe wants to use
all his pocket money to buy a birthday present her. Isn’t that a good idea? RONALDO
is not so sure, but Pepe knows best. He empties his piggy bank and goes off to the
corner shop. Here RONALDO helps him choose a football bracelet. Pepe wraps it up
and makes a card with a drawing of LEAH on it. Pepe uses his best handwriting:
To Leah from Pepe. Who Pepe? asks Leah. She hasn´t invited Pepe to her party.
It´s only for the girls. And she has so many bracelets already. Leah forgets the
present on her desk. Pepe is crushed. But he gives the bracelet to RONALDO instead.
A friendship bracelet for his best friend!

3 FLU
SOFIA and Pepe always fight over the remote control. Today SOFIA has a fever. She
has to stay at home and gets to watch tv ALL day. Unfair! Next morning Pepe can’t
take the thought of SOFIA getting to watch more TV than him. He smuggles the
remote to school and buries it in the playground. But the day after, SOFIA is well.
And Pepe is ill! It’s a good day to stay at home, whispers PAPA. There’s a BIG football
game on TV! But where is the remote control? Outside the rain is pouring down and
Pepe and PAPA have to huddle through the playground to dig up the remote. It does
not work anymore. Finally, just before bedtime, PAPA manages to fix the remote
control by changing the battery. Pepe and SOFIA watch the only thing that is on
now. Baby-tv. Snuffle!

4 GRANDPA´S HEART
Pepe loves to build model airplanes with Grandpa. It looks so easy when GRANDPA
is there. GRANDPA needs an operation to fix his heart. GRANDPA gives Pepe a model
airplane. I know you can build it by yourself, he says. Just remember to be patient
and to take your time. Then we can fly it together when I’m home again. Pepe´s airplane does not end up like the picture on the box. Pepe flips out. He is reluctant to
show the failed airplane to GRANDPA when they visit the hospital. But GRANDPA is
impressed. Pepe´s airplane is totally original! If everyone just built what was on the
box, nobody would invent anything new. Like the little machine that helps GRANDPA´s
heart beat now. This airplane is just not finished yet. With a bit of tweaking it can fly!

5 SCHOOL PLAY
Pepe really wants the main role as the king. But RONALDO gets it. Pepe has to be a
bush. The bush only has one line: “Hello”. Now everyone is so busy practicing all their
lines, that they don´t have time to play with Pepe. Pepe watches RONALDO rehearse.
RONALDO is so forgetful and he can´t remember his lines. Pepe is good at remembering. He helps RONALDO practice. But soon Pepe turns bossy and starts to direct RONALDO. The two friends fall out. It´s showtime! RONALDO is so nervous, he goes blank.
The bush is still cross. He hesitates, then it starts to whisper the lines. The play is a
triumph! RONALDO is a star! Pepe is a great bush. And a great friend.
6 MECHANIC
PAPA´s car ALWAYS breaks down. Pepe just knows it won´t make it to RONALDO´s
birthday party at the Go-carting place. On the way to the party, the car breaks
down, just as Pepe predicted. Pepe flips out. I TOLD YOU SO! PAPA calls FABIO the
mechanic. They wait and wait. Pepe is suffering more and more. But just as he is about
to take his last breath, FABIO arrives. FABIO inspects the car for a long time. Pepe
helps him. FABIO can fix everything. But some things do have to go to the
garage. FABIO tows the family and their car to the go-carting party on his tow-truck.
They arrive very late and very slowly. But they arrive in style! Horray!

7 TALENT CAMP
A talent scout is coming to CARL´s training next Saturday. Pepe´S biggest dream is
getting into the Talent Camp. Pepe is sure he will be chosen. But soon Pepe is not so
sure. Maybe he will be chosen. Or maybe not! Soon Pepe is certain he will NOT be
chosen. The evening before football, Pepe feels very anxious. He hides under the
pillow. He can´t sleep. He does not want to go to football tomorrow. He never wants
to go to football again. Pepe! Your team needs you! PAPA and Pepe talk about
being nervous. There is a little nervous scribble in Pepe´s tummy. Hello scribble! Pepe
accepts it is there and the scribble starts to shrink. Now Pepe feels better. Next day
everyone is just as nervous as Pepe. They trip each other up, but the talent scout is
impressed by their teamwork. Everyone is going to Talent Camp!

8 NEW FRIEND
Cool MATT has started in Pepe´s class. Can MATT come for a playdate? Sure, the
day after tomorrow! Pepe can´t sleep. PAPA? Can we bin my old baby cars, before he
comes? And Teddy bear! And my blue dinosaur? Pepe and PAPA go to the charity shop
with all of Pepe´s embarrassing old baby toys. Finally MATT arrives. Haven´t you got
any small cars to play with, Pepe? Or a teddy bear? MATT ends up playing with SOFIA, because she has more fun toys. She takes over Pepe´s new friend. When MATT is
gone, Pepe and PAPA rush to the charity shop with all of Pepe´s pocket money.

9 CEASEFIRE
All the other boys have received a MURB-GUN for Christmas. Pepe didn´t wish for
a gun, but now he wishes he had. The others only talk about Murb Guns now. Pepe
feels left out. He pesters MAMA and PAPA, but neither give in. Pepe is not allowed
to play with toy weapons in MAMA’s house or at PAPA’s. But Pepe can´t live without
a Murb Gun. But wait. LEAH doesn´t have a Murb gun either. She is left out too. But
Leah doesn´t care. She doesn´t believe in war. Suddenly Pepe doesn´t believe in war
either. The two pacifists play their own games.
Peace-negotiators. Doctors without borders.

10 SNOW
It´s snowing! When it´s lunch break there is exactly 2 mm of snow in the school yard.
Pepe and RONALDO scrape all the precious snow together. There isn´t enough snow
for a big snowman. But they can make a tiny snowman! The world´s tinyest snowman.
It will go into the Guiness Book of Records! Here come LEAH and MELINDA. How cute,
says LEAH. Look at those little arms. Pepe enjoys the attention. But LEAH doesn´t
think it is the world´s smallest snowman. It IS! Pepe accidentally steps on the tiny
snowman. LEAH has an idea. Pepe and his friends make an even tinier snowman. And
an even tinier one. A microscopic snowman. And there is enough snow for that.
11 Pepe GOES SHOPPING
Pepe is tired, so why is SOFIA allowed to sit in the shopping trolley? It’s UNFAIR! And
UNFAIR that MAMA won’t buy sweets. UNFAIR that everyone thinks SOFIA is clever,
when Pepe is much cleverer! Pepe HATES his little sister. MAMA explains that there
are loads of children who give anything to have a little sister like SOFIA. Really? Of
course! Pepe must find them! Pepe sneaks off with SOFIA in the shopping trolley. But
soon Pepe is lost. He meets RONALDO. Meanwhile a helpful old lady walks off with
the shopping trolley with SOFIA towards the information desk. What! Nobody steals
Pepe’s little sister! RONALDO helps Pepe rescue SOFIA and find his way back to
MAMA.

12 Pepe´S PRESENT
Grandpa has given Pepe 20£ for his birthday. What should he buy? A new bike?
Football boots? Winegums? MAMA says they can go into town and see what you can
get for 20£. RONALDO comes along. Pepe can’t afford a bike. He can buy 2
footballs, or 270 winegums, or an icecream with 20 scoops. Pepe gets more and more
distressed by his choices. On the way home, Pepe trips. His 20£ note flies away. Pepe
calls GRANDPA and cries. The present was to make you happy, says GRANDPA.
Not unhappy! Pepe, RONALDO and GRANDPA think of things that can make you a lot
happier than money!
13 NEW CAR
PAPA´s car always breaks down. Time to visit the car showroom. Pepe knows all about
cars. SOFIA wants a Mini. That is too small. PAPA wants a Cadillac. That is too BIG.
The salesman recommends a secondhand gray stationcar. That is too BORING. Pepe
spots a good car. A red Lamborghini. It must have leather seats, a sunroof, and a built
in tv. PAPA says they can’t afford it. Even if Pepe sells all his toys. They would have to
sell their home to buy this car. Not a problem, thinks Pepe. They can just live in the
car! Pepe lives out his dream. The kitchen is in the front seat. Bedrooms in the back.
But you can’t eat in the new car. And nowhere to pee! Then the old car is better.
14 SKIING
Pepe and SOFIA are going to ski school. Pepe has never skied before, but PAPA knows
that Pepe is best. Pepe can start on the black run. Unfortunately, says the skiing
instructor, Pepe and SOFIA have to start in the same baby group. Pepe hates skiing.
But soon it is turns out to be fun. WATCH ME! Pepe is the BEST in the baby group.
The last day there is a race. YES! Pepe has to win. But Pepe gets so nervous, he falls
over, he wobbles, he misses a turning. After three attempts, Pepe is disqualified. SOFIA on the other hand, bulldozes down the hill. And now for the prize giving. Pepe IS
the best in the baby group. But the winner is....SOFIA! Nobody dares to say
anything. Pepe fumes. But then he reflects. HE has the world´s best little sister! GO
SOFIA!

15 ROGER
MAMA’s friend is coming along for the weekend to the holiday cottage with MAMA,
SOFIA and Pepe. Pepe thinks it sounds BORING! He would rather go to work with
PAPA. But guess what! MAMA´s friend has a little son, exactly the same age as Pepe.
ROGER! Ok, maybe ROGER is two years younger than Pepe. ROGER turns out to be
a little dictator and Pepe does not feel like playing on command. Luckily SOFIA does.
Pepe relaxes on his own with a comic. It gets a bit boring on his own.
SOFIA and ROGER look like they are having fun, bossing each other around.
Wait, shouts Pepe. Can I join?
16 THE GREAT BAKEOFF
Pepe’s and SOFIA’s favourite tv program is the Great Bake-off. Soon it is Pepe’s
birthday, and he is allowed to bring a cake to school. Pepe wants to bake a castle
cake with a tower on top. Ok, MAMA says. They can bake, as long as Pepe doesn’t flip
out, if things don’t go as planned. Soon things go wrong and Pepe flips out. There is
a creative solution to everything, MAMA comforts him. Pepe thinks there is only one
creative solution to his cake. The BIN. Now the kitchen is covered in flour and sugar.
SOFIA wants to help. She can only help with tidying up, says Pepe. Sofia sprays water
everywhere. The great bake-off transforms into a great Bath-off!
MAMA and Pepe buy a cake to bring to school instead. What a fun day!

17 SCHOOL TRIP
The class is going on a school trip to the aquarium. Pepe hates Felix. FELIX lies and
brags. Pepe frowns at him. FELIX frowns back. The boys are so disruptive, that
SEBASTIAN decides that Pepe and FELIX have to sit together and spend the whole
day as a pair. The two boys are arch-enemies, but it turns out they have a lot in
common. They are both best! Best at counting cars! Best at catching a shark. At lunch
time it gets tedious. Ok, you are best at eating a ham sandwich. But I can eat the
most raisins. Stop bickering, says VIKTORIA. RONALDO is lost! Help! Pepe and FELIX
help each other find RONALDO. They get along very well. On the way home everyone
is good friends. Until they step off the coach. Now they remember who is enemies
again.

18 MAMA´s MOBILE PHONE
MAMA works on her mobile phone all the time. Even when she walks Pepe to school.
Watch out, calls Pepe, but MAMA doesn’t hear. She walks straight into a lamppost and
then she falls through a man hole. Not to worry, MAMA has satnav on her phone.
MAMA finds her way through the sewers and Pepe helps her up from the next hole.
Now MAMA has no signal! But she can an important call to make! She just has to
walk up this hill and over here. They walk up the hill, but Pepe has had enough. He
throws MAMA’ s mobile into a puddle. MAMA looks around. They are lost! Pepe shows
her the way to school, via the playground! And with no phone, MAMA has time for a
chat and a quick go on the swings.
19 THE GREAT RACE
It is sports day at school. Pepe MUST win the running race. But FELIX MUST win too.
He threatens Pepe. Pepe runs as fast as he can. The run turns into a dramatic ironman experience. Pepe falls, he hurts his ankle, he gets a nosebleed, but he
carries on. FELIX is ahead of Pepe. Pepe is ahead of FELIX. Pepe trips up
RONALDO, ALI, LEAH and VIKTORIA, to push his way forward. Finally Pepe rolls
across the finish line. But he ties with FELIX. The two enemies both end up in
hospital. We both won! The whole class is there with various injuries. Was it really
worth it, Pepe? Yes!

20 NEW BOY
Pepe is the best at football training. Well, second-best, because really VIKTORIA is
the very best. Today a new boy, MATT is trying out if he likes football. MATT has
amazing natural talent. Carl is impressed. Pepe gets jealous. He hopes MATT will hate
football and never join their team. Pepe makes sure football is no fun for MATT. AFter training, Pepe overhears MATT explain to his mum, that he loves football, but he
wants to find another team to play on. Because there was a mean boy there today.
The mum suggests he plays with the other group across the field. Oh no! They are
the arch enemy! Pepe has to get Matt back on his team. He apologises and explains
that he was jealous. Now there is a new amazing player on CARL´s team! Yay!
21 SWIMMING
Pepe hates swimming. He doesn´t like water in his nose and the water is too cold and
too deep. He would rather stay at home and watch tv. But PAPA says Pepe has to go
to swimming. Pepe flips out and refuses to go in. He won´t! Suddenly LEAH turns up,
just as Pepe is making the biggest fuss. And she is in his group! Pepe has to overcome his fear of water immediately. But that is easier said than done. Come on, Pepe!
LEAH was scared of water too once, but now she can jump in like a bomb! She shows
Pepe. Splash! If LEAH can do it, then Pepe can too! It´s fun. When is it time for swimming again, PAPA?

22 DADDY COOL
PAPA, Pepe and SOFIA are going to a music festival. Zap zap is playing! PAPA´s
favourite band! PAPA is so cool in his sunglasses. PAPA, SOFIA and Pepe go out
exploring. They make new friends. Pepe feels anxious. Nobody he knows! SOFIA is
dancing around with 6 little girls. They all hug her! PAPA is chuckling with a new pal.
Pepe feels very left out and doesn´t know how to join in. He finds a big tree and
tries to climb it. But on the other side stands another boy. He looks forlorn too. Pepe
and the boy strike up a conersation. Soon Pepe is having so much fun with his new
friend, that it is PAPA and SOFIA who want to join in!
23 HOLE IN THE HEDGE
There is a hole in the tall hedge around the school yard at school. A hole you could
just crawl through and leave school forever. FELIX threatens ALI that he doesn´t
dare to crawl out the hole and go to the shop to buy sweets. ALI dares too! Pepe and
RONALDO stop ALI from doing something silly. FELIX taunts Pepe and RONALDO. They
don´t dare. They dare too! Now MIA arrives. She has 20p. She masterminds a whole
emigration of boys out the hole to buy sweets. Now the boys are on the pavement
outside the school. Which way is the sweet shop? They argue. Here comes their
teacher SEBASTIAN. He is very cross and MIA is nowhere to be seen.
Learn to say NO!
24 HOMEWORK
Just imagine! Today Pepe has his first homework. PAPA calls MAMA. It is a great
moment. PAPA has always dreamt of helping his boy with homework. MAMA wants to
help too. Hmm. The brief says: Make a self portrait. Be creative! Paint! Bake! MAMA
and PAPA immediately start their own creative homework projects. Nobody listens to
Pepe, and he flips out and slams his door. Pepe? It´s not time for lego now. Do your
homework! MAMA and PAPA work on Pepe´s homework all night long. By dawn, it
turns out that Pepe can do his homework by himself. Much better than MAMA and
PAPA. A perfect Pepe sculpture made of lego!
25 MY HAT
The class learns a new song. “My hat it has three corners”. The world´s most
irritating song. Nobody can get the song out of their heads. What are you humming,
asks PAPA. It sounds like “My hat it has three corners”. You can sing that in
Italian! And Swedish, says VIKTORIA´s dad. Everyone goes away with singing
parents. Soon the song resounds across the globe, and echoes far out into space.
A hostile alien spaceship is on its way to conquer Planet Earth. What is this
irritating sound? What an irritating planet. The Aliens hurry onwards. Pepe wakes up.
The song is gone! Time to learn a new song.
26 ALI
MELINDA and LEAH are whispering in class. They are whispering at lunch. ALI wants
to sit with them. They just giggle and look up and down him. ALI sits with Pepe and
FELIX instead. It looks so silly, says LEAH. I think we should tell him, thinks MIA.
Because it is bad to talk behind people´s backs. The girls tell ALI. He has two
mismatched socks on! FELIX sniggers. Pepe just looks very uncomfortable. ALI turns
bright red. Pepe just stares at his lunch and smiles shyly when LEAH prods him to
join in. But here comes RONALDO. He knows how to be a friend. What? Different
socks are cool! RONALDO gives ALI a hug. Pepe is ashamed. Next day he steps into
character and is ready to tell FELIX, LEAH and MELINDA off if they pick on ALI
again. Turns out they are all wearing mismatched socks today. Well, they are cool!
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TITLE SEQUENCE:
The lights go on in a huge stadium.
SFX/MUSIC: Roaring crowds and melodic football chanting,
stomping and whistling:
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP
CROWD:
PEPE! PEPE! PEPE
PEPE runs on to the stadium. He blinks at the bright lights.
We cut closer. He runs in slowmotion, like a professional
footballer. RONALDO is behind him, followed by VIKTORIA,
FELICIA and ALI. The five football friends show off their
skills. PEPE controls the ball on his head, passes it to
RONALDO, who kicks it to VIKTORIA.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
The friends line up like a football team. PEPE in the middle,
smiling proudly to the camera.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
Four giant football style letters come bouncing onto the
pitch. A giant ”P” bumps into PEPE. He dodges it, only to be
hit by a giant ”E”.
SFX: ”BOING BOING BOING” drowns out the cheering crowd.
We see it is SOFIA kicking the giant letters onto the stage.
The five friends arrange the letters so they spell out: PEPE
SOFIA and the crowd:
PEPE!
The team look a bit dishevelled as they try to pose again.
SOFIA steps right in front of PEPE. PEPE steps aside and
smiles to camera.
SFX: WHISTLE
The team run out. PEPE hesitates, waves to us, then he runs
out to join the others.
Cut to TITLE CARD: PEPE. FOOTBALL
ALL CHILDREN:
(giggling)
FOOTBALL
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1 INT. PAPA’S FLAT. HALLWAY. DAY
PEPE is bouncing his football on the floor. He is dressed in
football kit except for shoes. Soon SOFIA appears, chasing
after him.
PEPE
(to camera, out of breath)
SOFIA always has to play with me.
ALWAYS!
SOFIA tries to get hold of the football, PEPE dodges her. PEPE
dribbles the ball down the corridor, taking no notice of the
furniture.
PEPE
(to camera)
But Papa says that I am BIG and she is little.
So I have to be nice and play with her.
PEPE turns towards SOFIA. She stretches out her arms for the
ball.
PEPE
No! I said.
PEPE does a football trick.
PEPE
(to camera, explaining)
She can’t do all the things I can.
PEPE loses the ball while showing off. Sofia takes it.
SOFIA
Sofia can too. Look.
SOFIA does all the tricks PEPE did, but she holds the ball
while doing them.
PEPE
(can’t help giggling)
Oh, Sofia!
While SOFIA is concentrating on doing tricks, PEPE hides
behind his door. SOFIA clocks that she has lost her audience.
She looks around.
SOFIA
PEPE?
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SOFIA leaves the ball on the floor to go look for PEPE. PEPE
peeks out behind his door and picks up the ball.
PEPE
(close up to camera)
Only Saturday morning there’s no Sofia.
Then Papa takes ME to football practice.
Then it’s only ME and Papa.
PAPA and me.
PEPE sighs happily and closes his eyes.
2 INT KITCHEN – MORNING
PAPA and SOFIA are finishing their breakfast cereal. Suddenly
we hear a lot of noise, stomping, ball bouncing. Here comes
PEPE.
PEPE
And now it’s SATURDAY!
PEPE enters with his water bottle and ball, all ready for
football practice. He bounces the ball all over the kitchen.
SOFIA cheers even though the ball bounces on her head.
PEPE
When’s Mama coming?
Are you nearly ready, PAPA?
PAPA
Yes yes. We’ll be right with you.
PEPE’s face drops as he looks to CAMERA.
PEPE
We?
PAPA
Yes. MAMA got called into work today.
She can’t come until later.
PAPA picks up the dishes and places them into the dishwasher
as he says:
PAPA (CONT’D)
…so Sofia is coming with us today!
SOFIA is delighted. She look triumphantly at PEPE as she drops
from her chair and skips out of the kitchen.
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PEPE
(stutters, scribbles around eyebrows)
We’re going to football, Papa.
Football..is you and me.
PAPA gives PEPE’s hair a ruffle and breezily replies:
PAPA
I know it’s normally just the
two of us…but it’s just for today.
Sophia’s just watching. It’ll be fun!
SFX: CLACK CLACK CLACK
SOFIA walks in wearing PEPE’S football boots! They are too big
and clack as she walks.
SOFIA
(proudly)
Look! Sofia football too!
PEPE’S shoulders rise to his ears in frustration.
PEPE
Those are my boots!
PAPA <SIGHS>, bends and helps SOFIA get the boots off.
SOFIA
Now now..these aren’t yours Sofia.
Where are your spotty trainers?
SOFIA flutters her eyelashes at PEPE. PEPE fumes.
3 INT CAR LATER
PAPA is driving the car. SOFIA and PEPE sit on their booster
seats in the back. PEPE is holding the ball and his
waterbottle in silence. His eyebrows are squiggly and he
stares out the window.
SOFIA pokes the ball with a finger. PEPE doesn’t even turn
around.
PEPE
Leave!
4 EXT PLAYING FIELD - LATER
PEPE’S friends, RONALDO, VIKTORIA, ALI and MELINDA kick the
ball to each other, warming up. RONALDO is PEPE’S best friend.
VIKTORIA is the coach’s talented daughter, ALI is the clumsy
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goalkeeper and MELINDA just loves football. They greet each
other.
RONALDO
Hi PEPE! Have you seen the team
we’re playing today?
ALI
(worried)
TIGERS!
We cut to PAPA greet CARL with a high five on the sideline.
PAPA holds PEPE’S water bottle and SOFIA holds PEPE’S
football.
SOFIA shows CARL the ball. He leans down.
CARL
(to SOFIA)
And what have we got here?
We cut back to the football team.
ALI
They’re supposed to be really good.
PEPE
Well, so are we!
(To RONALDO)
Where’s your other boot?
C/U off RONALDO’s foot. He has a soccer boot missing.
RONALDO
(rueful)
Dunno – I left is somehwere.
VIKTORIA AND ALI <giggle>.
MELINDA passes RONALDO her old stinky boots.
MELINDA
You can borrow my old ones.
As usual!
VIKTORIA, ALI, MELINDA, PEPE
Ewwwwww!
Cut back to CARL and PAPA. CARL now studies SOFIA.
CARL
A new football star?
Do you want to join our warm-up?
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PAPA looks worried, but SOFIA rushes over to the big kids with
the football. PEPE looks up. He stares betrayed at PAPA. PAPA
does an encouraging thumbs up.
The kids crowd around SOFIA. VIKTORIA places the football by
SOFIA´s feet.
VIKTORIA
Here you go, Sofia…now just kick
it to Melinda.
SOFIA misses…
PEPE
(rolls his eyes, shakes his head to camera)
Uuh
MELINDA puts the ball back by SOFIA’S feet.
MELINDA
That’s okay Sofia. Just try again.
SOFIA turns to get the ball, but PEPE is there before her and
he kicks it to ALI – bypassing SOFIA.
PEPE
Like that!
ALI passes it back to SOFIA.
ALI
(kindly)
Try again…
This time SOFIA kicks it to MELINDA.
ALL (EXCEPT PEPE)
Yaaaay!
SOFIA
I kick-ed it!
CARL and PAPA watch, approvingly.
VIKTORIA
You are really good, Sofia!
SOFIA
Sofia is good.
(encouraged by the attention)
Sofia is really good!
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RONALDO, VIKTORIA, ALI, MELINDA
Yes!
PEPE is not happy at all. He looks angrily at camera, a
scribble shading his face.
SFX: WHISTLE
The team, including SOFIA, crowd around CARL.
CARL
Practice over – time for the match!
The team run past CARL and PAPA onto the field. SOFIA is right
behind PEPE. She seems to think she is joining the match to
his great irritation. PAPA grabs SOFIA.
PAPA
You stay with me now, Sofia.
PEPE’s mood lifts.
3 PLAYING FIELD - MATCH
SFX WHISTLE
The two teams run onto the field. PEPE’s team in yellow and
TIGERS in purple. ALI is on goal.
CARL, PAPA and SOFIA stand on the sideline. Some other parents
stand nearby wearing purple scarves, the colour of TIGERS.
PAPA
Come on, PEPE!
SOFIA
PEPE! PEPE!
PEPE looks irritated at his little sister, then runs to catch
up with his team mates. RONALDO kicks the ball to VIKTORIA,
who dribbles it neatly past two purple TIGERS.
PEPE
(out of breath)
Awesome Viktoria!
Cut to CARL who is already carried away, dancing
enthusiastically on the side line.
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CARL
Ya, Viktoria!!!
He nudges PAPA.
CARL
(proudly)
That’s my daughter!
(calls)
Pass it to Melinda!
VIKTORIA passes the ball but a TIGER intercepts it and runs
hard towards ALI on goal.
SOFIA sticks out her tongue.
SOFIA
Booo!
PAPA gives SOFIA a stare.
PAPA
Now now, Sofia. That’s not fair play.
SOFIA thrusts her hands towards PEPE’s water bottle that PAPA
is holding. She takes a sip as she watches the game. She
lights up.
The TIGER trips and loses the ball. Cut to PEPE as it rolls to
his feet.
PEPE
Ooo!
SOFIA jumps up and down now with PEPE’s water bottle.
SOFIA
(excited)
Kick it, PEPE! Kick it like I did!
PEPE takes his eyes of the ball, looking over to SOFIA and his
water bottle. Sofia takes a big slurp, spitting down into the
bottle again. PEPE is so focused on SOFIA that one of the
TIGERS steals the ball from him.
PEPE
Hey!
The TIGER boy runs towards goal. Ali throws himself in vain,
but it’s a goal.
SFX: CHEEEERS!
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SOFIA
PEPE! Why did you give him the ball?
CARL impatiently taps his pen on this clipboard.
PEPE squiggles unhappily.
PAPA
Don’t worry PEPE..just take
a deep breath.
VIKTORIA and MELINDA ignore PEPE as they run past him, chasing
the ball. Only RONALDO stops to check on his friend.
PEPE
That was Sofia’s fault.
She’s got my water bottle.
RONALDO looks around, puzzled.
SFX WHISTLE
VIKTORIA and MELINDA run back across the field, past PEPE and
RONALDO. They have the ball, passing it between them.
MELINDA
Come on, you two!
RONALDO sets off in clownlike strides, MELINDA’S old shoes are
way to big. PEPE huffs.
MELINDA passes the ball to VIKTORIA, who goes around a TIGER
and bears down toward the goal. PEPE lights up.
PEPE
Wow!
PEPE catches up with his team just as VIKTORIA scores past the
TIGERS goalie.
CARL, PAPA, SOFIA
Gooooooaaal!
YEESS VIKTORIA!
CARL pulls his jumper over his head and races down the
touchline in celebration.
CARL
Wooohooooo!
OTHER PARENTS
(Tutting)
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CARL
(pats PAPA on the back)
Did I say that is MY daughter?
PAPA pats him back.
CARL AND PAPA
Ho ho.
SFX: WHISTLE
CARL and PAPA suddenly look pale. Now a TIGER girl is aiming
at ALI on goal. But the TIGER girl slips and crashes right
into ALI. The TIGER girl tries to help ALI up.
PEPE, RONALDO, MELINDA and VIKTORIA crowd around ALI.
PEPE
You ok, Ali?
ALI
Owww owwww..
SFX WHISTLE
RONALDO and PEPE help ALI off the field to CARL and PAPA.
CARL
Half time…Let’s get you fixed up, Ali.
4 EXT. PLAYING FIELD, TOUCHLINE – LATER
CARL is shaking his head as ALI sits on the drinks box. PAPA
is bandaging his leg.
SOFIA, PEPE and RONALDO are all watching.
CARL
As good as new!
PAPA
(ruefully)
I don’t think ALI should play in the second half, Carl.
CARL nods understandingly.
CARL
You’re right…shame we haven’t got
a replacement though.
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PEPE takes his water bottle from SOFIA. The water is very
murky. He makes a face and passes it straight back to her.
PEPE
It’s ok, Carl. We can just play
with one less.
CARL
No. We need to be five on each team, PEPE.
PAPA
We’ll have to cancel.
Everyone looks devastated.
CARL
(has an idea)
But maybe….
CARL looks at SOFIA.
PEPE’s eyes widen – His head goes scribbly. He looks at
camera.
PEPE
(to camera)
Ooooh nooo!
CARL turns to PAPA in slowmotion.
CARL
Do you think Sofia could be goalkeeper?
SOFIA jumps up and down.
PAPA
Well..she’s only little…
PEPE
(protests)
Yep she’s teensy-weensy – far too
little to play for the team!
ALI
(to Sofia)
Sofia can borrow my gloves.
RONALDO, MELINDA, VIKTORIA, ALI
Yees! SOFIA is really good!
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SOFIA
Sofia is really good!
PAPA holds on to SOFIA, but she wiggles away and grabs the
gloves.
PAPA
Sofia…
PEPE goes into a scribbly mess.
SFX: WHISTLE
PEPE has to run onto the pitch, leaving PAPA, CARL and ALI on
the touchline.
PAPA
(shouts)
Good luck, everyone!
SFX: WHISTLE
PEPE runs with the ball, he runs backwards, so he can show off
and give SOFIA an angry stare on goal. This is why he trips up
and falls.
PEPE
(frustrated)
Ouch!
VIKTORIA helps him up.
VIKTORIA
What is wrong with you?
PEPE
(angry)
It’s Sofia’s fault.
She’s not even supposed to be here!
She can’t play on MY team.
VIKTORIA
(sternly)
It’s not YOUR team, PEPE.
It’s OUR team.
VIKTORIA tackles a TIGER and hares off with the ball. PEPE
looks chastened and a little grumpy, but his angry squiggles
have gone.
PEPE
(chastened)
O-kay.
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5 EXT PLAYING FIELD, TOUCHLINE, NEARLY FULL TIME
CARL looks at his watch.
CARL
The game’s nearly over –
Still one goal each!
PAPA
Uh oh
Suddenly a TIGER dribbles past MELINDA and races towards the
goal. Towards SOFIA who looks vulnerable and tiny on goal in
her big gloves.
CARL looks from the touchline, peering over his clipboard.
CARL
(suddenly shouts)
Make yourself big, Sofia!
PAPA
(worried)
Run away Sofia!
The TIGER kicks the ball towards goal – SOFIA turns around and
ducks into a little ball like a hedgehog. The ball bounces off
her bottom and hits the TIGER straight on the head. He falls
down.
MELINDA
Great save!
SOFIA
(none the wiser)
What?
PEPE stares at SOFIA with amusement and admiration. He hardly
notices that the ball bounces to his feet. He has a clear shot
of the goal. He does not react.
SOFIA
Come ON, PEPE!
RONALDO runs past PEPE.
RONALDO
Shoot!
PEPE notices the ball. He looks up. PAPA and CARL are watching
him, smiling and nodding.
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PEPE has control of himself and of the ball. He dribbles
across the field and then he shoots – the ball sails past the
goalkeeper and straight into the net.
ALL
Goooaaaal!
PEPE beams to camera. He takes a big relieved breath, then
looks at PAPA.
PAPA and CARL
YEEESSS!
They give each other a massive pat on the back.
SFX WHISTLE
The match is over.
CARL lifts up PAPA in celebration.
CARL
WE WON!!
PAPA
We won!
PAPA laughs.
The team lift up PEPE like a football star.
ALL
PEPE! PEPE! PEPE!
MELINDA
Viktoria scored a goal too!
The team lift up VIKTORIA like a football star.
ALL
Viktoria! Viktoria!
SOFIA (OS)
Sofia! Sofia!
SOFIA throws herself on top of the group. They all topple over
and collapse in a big giggling heap with SOFIA on top.
ALL
Sofia! Sofia!
YAAAY!
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6 INT CAR – LATER
PAPA drives. SOFIA and PEPE sit on the booster seats in the
back. SOFIA is holding the ball.
SOFIA
And then…then the ball came
towards the goal!
PEPE
And you just turned around!
SOFIA
But I stopped the ball!
PEPE
(patronising)
Yes, that was GOOD Sofia.
SOFIA
(defiantly)
Sofia IS good.
PEPE
But I’m the best.
Cause I scored a….
PEPE, SOFIA and PAPA
Gooooaaaaal!!
Reverse shot of the car driving away.
PEPE, SOFIA and PAPA (CONT’D)
(laughter)
CREDITS
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TITLE SEQUENCE:
The lights go on in a huge stadium.
SFX/MUSIC: Roaring crowds and melodic football chanting,
stomping and whistling:
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP
CROWD:
PEPE! PEPE! PEPE
PEPE runs on to the stadium. He blinks at the bright lights.
We cut closer. He runs in slowmotion, like a professional
footballer. RONALDO is behind him, followed by VIKTORIA,
FELICIA and ALI. The five football friends show off their
skills. PEPE controls the ball on his head, passes it to
RONALDO, who kicks it to VIKTORIA.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
The friends line up like a football team. PEPE in the middle,
smiling proudly to the camera.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
Four giant football style letters come bouncing onto the
pitch. A giant ”P” bumps into PEPE. He dodges it, only to be
hit by a giant ”E”.
SFX: ”BOING BOING BOING” drowns out the cheering crowd.
We see it is SOFIA kicking the giant letters onto the stage.
The five friends arrange the letters so they spell out: PEPE
SOFIA and the crowd:
PEPE!
The team look a bit dishevelled as they try to pose again.
SOFIA steps right in front of PEPE. PEPE steps aside and
smiles to camera.
SFX: WHISTLE
The team run out. PEPE hesitates, waves to us, then he runs
out to join the others.
Cut to TITLE CARD: PEPE. GRANDPA´S HEART
ALL CHILDREN:
(giggling)
GRANDPA´S HEART
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1 INT. GRANDPA’S LIVING ROOM DAY
PEPE and GRANDPA are sitting at the dining table assembling a
model plane with glue and stickers. PEPE is clearly GRANDPA’s
assistant.
PEPE
(whispers)
What are you doing now, Grandpa?
GRANDPA
(concentrating)
Just fixing the propeller on to the nose
of the plane.
He offers his open hand like a surgeon.
GRANDPA
Glue please, PEPE.
PEPE hands GRANDPA the glue.
PEPE
Glue…
As GRANDPA sticks the blades on the propeller, PEPE looks at
the picture of the plane on the front of the box and the
almost finished plane.
PEPE (CONT’D)
(nods)
Looking good.
GRANDPA
Yes…and that’s it…
GRANDPA holds up the finished plane, it is perfect. He gives
the propeller a little nudge so it spins. The he leans back
and takes a long, noisy slurp of his tea.
SFX: SLURP
GRANDPA
A job well done!
PEPE
(squirming)
It looks so tricky.
How do you do it?
GRANDPA turns and looks at PEPE.
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GRANDPA
You just have to take your time
and be patient!
PEPE admires the plane, flying it through the air.
PEPE
Neoooow!
PEPE looks sunnily at Grandpa.
PEPE
I love doing things with you.
GRANDPA
And I love doing things with you too, PEPE..
(remembers)
Oh that reminds me…
GRANDPA reaches by the side of his chair and produces another
model aeroplane kit. It looks a bit more child friendly than
the first.
GRANDPA
This is for you.
GRANDPA hands PEPE the aeroplane kit. It has a picture of a
fixed wing plane on the front.
PEPE
(overjoyed)
Ooooo thank you! Can we make it now?
PEPE starts opening the box. GRANDPA stops him gently.
GRANDPA
(a little tired)
PEPE…we don’t have time today.
PEPE
Tomorrow?
GRANDPA
I have something to tell you.
PEPE looks attentively at GRANDPA.
GRANDPA
Your Papa will be taking me to
hospital for a little operation.
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PEPE’s eyebrows scribble with worry.
GRANDPA
But don’t worry. I’ll be back in two days!
PEPE
TWO days?
GRANDPA smiles at PEPE, eyes twinkling.
GRANDPA
It’s just a little operation that will
make my heart stronger…
GRANDPA taps the model aeroplane kit he gave to PEPE.
GRANDPA (CONT’D)
So while I’m getting fixed in
hospital..you can get fixing this
new plane up at home.
Then we can fly it together when I’m back!
PEPE grins adoringly at GRANDPA. He gies GRANDPA a big hug.
PEPE
I love you, GRANDPA
GRANDPA
I love you too, PEPE.
SFX RIIING!
PAPA lets himself in. He pops his head around the door.
PEPE
(To GRANDPA)
Ready to go, Dad?
GRANDPA gives PEPE a pat.
GRANDPA
Yes…I’ll just get my bag…
GRANDPA gets up from the table with a little <GROAN>
PAPA
How about you, PEPE?
PEPE ignores PAPA. He beams at GRANDPA, hugging the model
plane box.
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PEPE
Just you wait and see!
It’ll be the world’s best plane!
GRANDPA smiles to PEPE.
GRANDPA
I’m sure it will be.
Just remember….
PEPE and GRANDPA
(laughing)
..to take your time. And be very patient!
GRANDPA
Veeery patient.
PEPE giggles and blushes knowingly.
2 EXT PLAYGROUND AT SCHOOL, PICK UP TIME.
PEPE and RONALDO are kicking a football to one another on a
grassy area.
RONALDO
Why is your Grandpa going to hospital?
PEPE
Because of his heart.
He’s getting a machine here..
PEPE points to his heart.
RONALDO
(shocked)
A machine!
PEPE looks unsure. A faint scribble shifts over his head.
PEPE
He said it was just a little operation.
It’s only for two days.
RONALDO stops up.
RONALDO
TWO days?
(clocks that PEPE is worried)
Oh that doesn’t sound so bad.
Then he’s home soon!
PEPE sees PAPA waving to him.
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PEPE
Oh! I’ve got to go.
RONALDO
Can you ask your Dad if we
can play football later?
PEPE
Not today!
PEPE runs off, leaving RONALDO with the football.
3 INT PEPE’S KITCHEN – LATER
PEPE sits by the kitchen table with the entire model plane kit
laid out in front of him. He also has a teacup with juice.
Everything like at Grandpa’s. PEPE glows with anticipation.
PEPE
(excited)
Right...
PEPE reads the instructions. Then he picks up a piece, checks
the instructions, picks up the glue. He unscrews the lid, the
glue drips. PEPE glances at the instructions again and tries
to pick the right piece.
PEPE (CONT’D)
This one? No this..
PEPE looks at the instructions again. He looks at the two
pieces, he is holding. He chooses a third piece and puts them
together. They don’t match up.
PEPE
Hmmm.
PEPE tries to assemble them from different angles.
PEPE
(irritated)
It’s so tricky!
In frustration, PEPE knocks the scissors on to the floor with
a crash. PAPA enters, looking interested.
PAPA
What’s tricky?
PEPE pulls the instructions defensively to his chest.
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PEPE
Nothing..
PAPA looks at the plane on the lid of the box.
PAPA
Cool plane!
(carefully)
Do you need a hand?
PEPE shakes his head. A little irritated squiggle appears over
his head.
PEPE
No thanks.
Grandpa showed me how to do it.
You’ll just get it wrong.
PAPA blinks at PEPE, trying to conceal a grin.
PAPA
Right. But just give me a shout if you
change your mind.
PEPE waves PAPA off a little impatiently.
PEPE
Won’t need to…
As PAPA leaves, PEPE looks at the instructions again.
PEPE (CONT”D)
(brightens)
I just have to take my time
and be veeery patient.
4 INT. PEPE’S KITCHEN. MONTAGE
PEPE is trying to stick on a wing. It won’t stick.
PEPE
Come on!
Finally it sticks. PEPE carefully lets go. It falls off once
more.
PEPE
(impatiently)
Oooww
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5 INT. PEPE’S KITCHEN. MONTAGE
PEPE is losing it as he sticks a wing upside down onto the
aeroplane. It is also crooked. His head is squiggling with
frustration.
PEPE
(Frustration and effort)
Gah…it’s not working!
PAPA pops in again.
PAPA
How’s it going?
PEPE hides the plane behind his back so PAPA can’t see it.
PEPE
(unconvincing)
Great..It’s great!
PAPA
Great – when you’ve finished we can
go and visit Grandpa.
PAPA leaves the room. PEPE looks at the distorted plane. Then
he looks at the picture on the box. His frustration is
replaced by sadness.
PEPE
(sighs)
Oooh. I wish Grandpa was here.
PEPE picks up the box lid to look at the plane. It doesn’t
resemble the pieces he’s managed to stick together.
He takes a slurp of juice from the teacup and perks up.
He picks up the mismatched wing and tries one last time to
force it onto the plane. He gets impatient and uses force.
Something inside cracks.
SFX CREAK! CRACK! RATTLE!
The wing sticks. But the rest of the plane falls apart.
PEPE
Ugh..
6 INT CAR ON WAY TO HOSPITAL – LATER
PEPE is in the back seat holding his strange looking plane on
his lap. PAPA is in the driver’s seat.
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PEPE
PAPA? Will Grandpa be well now?
PAPA looks at PEPE through his rear view mirror.
PAPA
Yes – it was only a little operation.
And guess what?
PEPE brightens.
PEPE
What?
PAPA
Grandpa is coming to stay with us
for a few days.
PEPE gesticulates an excited ”yipee”.
PAPA stops the car.
PAPA
Ah here we are.
PEPE looks at his strange aeroplane. He puts it on the seat,
hesitates, picks it up. Then puts it back. He leaves the
aeroplane behind in the car and slams the car door.
7 EXT. HOSPITAL – MOMENTS LATER
PAPA is holding PAPA’s hand as they walk towards the
hospital’s glass door. PEPE is holding a paper bag. He looks
worried. PAPA suddenly stops.
PAPA
PEPE! Your aeroplane!
Do you want to run back and get it?
PEPE
Nah..I want to carry the grapes.
The doors swish open and in they go.
8 INT. HOSPITAL, VISITING ROOM – MOMENTS LATER
SFX: BLEEPS and CLATTERS OF HOSPITAL
PEPE is a bit shy as he enters the room, just behind PAPA.
PAPA
(speaks softly)
Here he is, PEPE..
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PEPE walks to GRANDPA who is dosing in a chair with a
newspaper.
PEPE
Grandpa?
PEPE prods GRANDPA. He wakes up immediately.
GRANDPA
Hello! PEPE!
I was just having a little nap.
PAPA joins PEPE. He smiles down at GRANDPA.
PAPA
Hi - How you feeling?
GRANDPA smiles enthusiastically.
GRANDPA
Well I feel great! In fact, the doctor said I
can leave with you today. How about that!
PEPE places the grapes on a little side table and takes a
couple for himself.
PAPA
You see, PEPE?
PEPE is eating.
PEPE
(munching)
Yes!
GRANDPA and PAPA both <CHUCKLE> at PEPE.
9 EXT CARPARK OUTSIDE HOSPITAL – MOMENT LATER
PAPA, GRANDPA and PEPE walk towards the car. PEPE holds
GRANDPA’s hand. Suddenly he stops up. He runs ahead to the
car. He presses his nose against the back seat window and
stares in panic at his crumpled aeroplane left on the back
seat. GRANDPA and PAPA slowly come closer.
PAPA opens the car remotely with his key fob. PEPE tears the
door open, throws himself into the backseat and slams the door
behind him.
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10 INT CAR – MOMENT LATER
PEPE crawls along the backseat to the aeroplane. He looks
around, where can he hide it? It doesn’t fit into the pocket
on the front seat.
GRANDPA peeps in through the window, smiles and opens the
door.
GRANDPA
Can I sit back here with you?
PEPE quickly sits on top of the aeroplane. He nods to GRANDPA.
GRANDPA sits down with a heavy <sigh>.
GRANDPA
Ah yes.
10 INT CAR – MOMENT LATER
PAPA is driving the car. PEPE is sitting next to GRANDPA in
the back. They are sharing the last grapes in silence. GRANDPA
smiles to PEPE, who just looks straight ahead.
PAPA
Oh PEPE - Show Grandpa your aeroplane!
PEPE looks very uncomfortable.
GRANDPA
The aeroplane! Oh!
Have you already built it, PEPE?
PEPE
(reluctantly)
I’m not sure you’ll like it.
GRANDPA
(enthusiastic)
I won’t know if I can’t see it.
PEPE
But it’s not very good.
PEPE looks out the window, turning away from GRANDPA.
PEPE
I didn’t really take my time.
And I wasn’t very patient.
GRANDPA smiles kindly.
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GRANDPA
Well making a plane is very hard!
And all by yourself!
So many things can go wrong.
PEPE turns to GRANDPA in surprise.
PEPE
Yes that’s right!
(a bit accusingly)
I always help you, Grandpa!
GRANDPA
Indeed you do! So maybe I can help you?
Now PEPE produces his oddly shapes plane and hands it to
GRANDPA.
GRANDPA
(a bit shocked)
Now let me see..
PEPE sinks down in embarrassment.
PEPE
(whinging)
It doesn’t look like the one on the box!
PEPE stares out his window.
GRANDPA
No it doesn’t…This… looks FAR better.
This is a magnificent plane.
PEPE looks sceptically at GRANDPA.
GRANDPA (CONT’D)
There’s no other plane like this
in the entire world!
It is entirely original!
PEPE
I prefer the one on the box.
GRANDPA
But if everyone just built exactly what was
on the box, nobody would ever do anything new!
Then nobody would have flown to the moon in a rocket!
Or invented the little machine
that helps my heart beat.
GRANDPA fiddles with the propeller and tightens a screw.
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GRANDPA
This plane is just not quite finished yet.
PEPE admires GRANDPA. Then a dark squiggle slides across his
face.
PEPE
Are you ok now, GRANDPA?
GRANDPA
Yes. All fixed up!
In fact, I’m sure in a few days we
can take your magnificent plane
on its first flight.
PEPE rests his head on GRANDPA’s shoulder as he watches him
tweak the plane.
GRANDPA
And that gives us time to…hold this please...
11 EXT PARK – A FEW DAYS LATER
There is a lawn and a bench.
PEPE is holding his magnificent and original aeroplane above
his head, ready to throw it.
PEPE
Ready, Grandpa?
Pull out to reveal GRANDPA in his big scarf, waiting for PEPE
to throw the plane. Next to him is RONALDO.
GRANDPA
We’re ready!
RONALDO gives PEPE the thumbs up.
RONALDO
Ok PEPE! One…
GRANDPA and RONALDO
Two…
GRANDPA, RONALDO and PEPE
Three!! Takeoff!
PEPE tosses the aeroplane into the air.
…It looks like it is about to nose dive. They all duck a bit.
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PEPE
No..
…but suddenly the aeroplane swoops into the air looping the
loop.
RONALDO
Hey! It works!
The plane lands perfectly in GRANDPA’s hands. He holds it
above his head.
GRANDPA
(overjoyed)
YES-Look at that!
RONALDO pulls at GRANDPA’S COAT. A questioning look on his
face.
RONALDO
Did your operation hurt.
GRANDPA
Not at all!
RONALDO
Are you well now?
GRANDPA
You bet!
RONALDO
Can you still kick the ball?
RONALDO gesticulates kicking the ball as if GRANDPA has
forgotten how to do this.
GRANDPA
Of COURSE I can!
GRANDPA gives PEPE the aeroplane, tackles the football
artfully and the gives it a massive kick OS.
RONALDO disappears after the ball.
PEPE
(shouts)
Course he can! He’s my Grandpa!
PEPE throws the aeroplane into the air again. It flies in a
perfect circle above them as RONALDO kicks the ball back
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towards PEPE and GRANDPA. PEPE hops up and down with
excitement and joy. But now the plane nosedives into a bush.
PEPE
Nooo!
GRANDPA picks it up. The wing has fallen off. He turns the
aeroplane around and smiles reassuringly to PEPE and RONALDO.
GRANDPA
With a little bit of time. And patience…
We’ll get this plane flying again!
PEPE beams with pride.
GRANDPA
Now - who’s for a game of football?
RONALDO boots the ball to GRANDPA, who boots it heartily OS.
PEPE and RONALDO
Meeee!
PEPE and RONALDO run after the ball while GRANDPA sits himself
down on the bench with the aeroplane. He smiles as he watches
the boys play football.
CREDITS
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PEPE
TALENT CAMP
Written by
Jan Vierth and Siri Melchior
FINAL DRAFT
September 2020

1

TITLE SEQUENCE:
The lights go on in a huge stadium.
SFX/MUSIC: Roaring crowds and melodic football chanting,
stomping and whistling:
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP
CROWD:
PEPE! PEPE! PEPE
PEPE runs on to the stadium. He blinks at the bright lights.
We cut closer. He runs in slowmotion, like a professional
footballer. RONALDO is behind him, followed by VIKTORIA,
FELICIA and ALI. The five football friends show off their
skills. PEPE controls the ball on his head, passes it to
RONALDO, who kicks it to VIKTORIA.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
The friends line up like a football team. PEPE in the middle,
smiling proudly to the camera.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
Four giant football style letters come bouncing onto the
pitch. A giant ”P” bumps into PEPE. He dodges it, only to be
hit by a giant ”E”.
SFX: ”BOING BOING BOING” drowns out the cheering crowd.
We see it is SOFIA kicking the giant letters onto the stage.
The five friends arrange the letters so they spell out: PEPE
SOFIA and the crowd:
Pepe!
The team look a bit dishevelled as they try to pose again.
SOFIA steps right in front of PEPE. PEPE steps aside and
smiles to camera.
SFX: WHISTLE
The team run out. PEPE hesitates, waves to us, then he runs
out to join the others.
Cut to TITLE CARD: PEPE. FOOTBALL
ALL CHILDREN:
(giggling)
TALENT CAMP
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1 EXT FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY
PEPE dribbles the ball from FELIX, passes to MELINDA, who
passes it back and then PEPE kicks the ball in slowmotion
towards the goal, to the sound of cheers from a stadium of
supporters. They fade out to become CARL’s lonely voice.
CARL
Well done, Pepe!
We realise we are at football practice on a gray drizzly day.
CARL (CONT’D)
PEPE, Well done!
PEPE smiles to CARL and trips over the ball. He gets up again.
CARL (CALLS OVER THE FIELD) (CONT’D)
Over here, everyone!
MELINDA, ALI, FELIX, VIKTORIA, RONALDO and PEPE crowd around
him.
CARL
Amazing work today!
Let’s keep that up next Saturday!
PEPE
Next Saturday?
CARL
Yep! My friend Marian is coming to see you play. We´re chosing
players for our U10 football talent camp.
The children look puzzled. FELIX steps right in front of PEPE.
RONALDO
What?
PEPE
U10 Football talent camp!
The team hold their breath. VIKTORIA and MELINDA clutch each
other excitedly.
FELIX
My brother did that last year. He said it was really fun!
MELINDA (apprehensively)
But it´s only the very best who get chosen.
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FELIX
Then they’ll definitely pick me.
PEPE
Me too!
MELINDA and ALI look pale. CARL chuckles empathetically.
CARL
It´s nothing to be scared of. Is it, Viktoria?
VIKTORIA
(sighs)
No Dad. Football is fun.
2 EXT PARK – DAY
PEPE is walking home with RONALDO. MAMA with SOFIA in the
buggy are far behind them on the path.
RONALDO
But how can you be so sure they will choose you?
PEPE
Carl said ”Well done” to me
Twice today. He only said that
to Viktoria once.
RONALDO
(nods, understands his point)
Oh. And she IS good.
PEPE
Right?
(beat)
And he didn’t say ”well done!”
to you a single time.
RONALDO
(offended)
But sometimes grownups just say
”Well done” even though they don’t mean it.
PEPE
No. If they say ”amazing!” you just don’t know.
But if they say ”Well done!” it IS well done.
(he mimicks CARL)
”Well done!”
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3 EXT MAMA’S HOUSE – DAY
MAMA is sitting on the staircase to the garden with her
computer, working and minding SOFIA and PEPE simultaneously.
PEPE is practicing loudly with the ball and talking to MAMA
(she is half listening, half working)
PEPE
Look! If I do this…
PEPE is kicking the ball from one foot to the other. Then he
bounces it against the wall. SOFIA watches him attentively.
PEPE
Then they’ll definately choose me.
Don’t you think?
MAMA does not look up from the computer.
MAMA
(nods absentmindedly)
Hmm…
SOFIA steps towards PEPE stretching for the ball.
SOFIA
And ME!
SOFIA takes the ball. She kicks the ball, copying PEPE. She
hits it very hard. It flies over the hedge. PEPE laughs. Oops.
4 EXT PARK – MORNING
Early morning in the park.
PEPE and ALI are passing the ball to each other as they walk
to school. Far behind them comes MAMA with Sofia in the buggy.
She is chatting to Ali’s mum.
PEPE
I wonder where we’ll go for the U10 talent camp!
I can’t wait! Can you?
ALI
(carefree)
I’m not sure they’ll choose me.
Nobody can be sure of that!
Not even Viktoria!
We just have to see what happens.
A shadow of doubt crosses PEPE’s head. Then he collects
himself.
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PEPE
Well you can’t be like Sure sure.
But I´m pretty sure...
But he doesn’t look so sure anymore.
5 EXT MAMA’S HOUSE – KITCHEN - DAY
MAMA is working. PEPE comes down the hallway and enters. He is
kicking the ball repetetively and demonstratively against the
wall.
MAMA
(irritated)
Pepe?
PEPE
What!?
MAMA looks sternly at Pepe and points to the door.
PEPE
Can you practice with me?
MAMA
(sighs)
I´ve got to finish this, Pepe.
MAMA returns to tap away on her computer.
PEPE
MAMA! What if they don’t choose me!
MAMA looks up from the computer.
MAMA
Sorry darling.
I don’t have time right now.
PEPE
You NEVER have time!
(sadly)
I wish PAPA was here.
PEPE gets slightly scribbly with frustration. He looses
control of the ball. It knocks down his glass of milk on the
table, almost splashing MAMA’s computer. MAMA is about to say
something.
PEPE
See?! It’s hard!
Arrgh!
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MAMA
(feels guilty)
Maybe you could try another sport?
Maybe one with a smaller ball?
(taps on the computer)
MAMA googles sports on the computer. She shows PEPE the
screen.
MAMA
Let´s see. Tennis? Golf?
PEPE
GOLF!
You don’t understand ANYTHING!
PEPE storms off. MAMA looks worried. An email pings in. She
hesitates, then folds the laptop down and follows PEPE out of
the kitchen.
We hear them OS muffled.
PEPE
(relieved)
Ok. Stand there. Ready?
6 EXT FOOTBALL FIELD AREA IN SCHOOL YARD – NEXT DAY
PEPE is practicing alone. He tries to do a ”mitch around the
world” trick. It’s not working. Here comes VIKTORIA.
VIKTORIA
Is that ”Mitch around the world?”
PEPE
Yes!
PEPE looses the ball again.
PEPE
If I can do that, I’ll totally make the U10 team.
VIKTORIA grabs the ball. She shows PEPE how it’s done.
VIKTORIA
It’s like this.
PEPE copies her. The ball bounces on his head and he trips
over.
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VIKTORIA (CONT’D)
You have to practice!
She gives him the ball again and leaves.
PEPE drops the ball and sits down heavily on the grass.
PEPE
I can’t do it!
I’ll never make the U10 team!
I’ll never get to go to talent camp!
7 EXT MAMA’S HOUSE – EVENING
It is late. PEPE and SOFIA are waiting in front the doorway
with packed backpacks. MAMA is there too.
Here comes PAPA.
PAPA
Helloo
Are you ready for a whole week with PAPA?!
SOFIA
Yes!
SOFIA throws herself into PAPA’s arms.
PEPE is happy to see PAPA, but he hesitates and gives MAMA a
last big hug, before he leaves with PAPA.
8 EXTERIOR PAPAS APARTMENT BUILDING COURTYARD - EARLY EVENING
It is late. PEPE is practicing. He can almost do the ”mitch
around the world”.
SOFIA and PAPA sit on a bench and watch him in the background.
They get up, ready to go.
PAPA
Well done, Pepe!
PEPE
Yes. Almost!
PEPE
But what if they choose ALI instead of me?
(horror)
Or FELIX!
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PAPA
Or someone else!
PEPE
Someone else! What do you mean, someone else!
PAPA
I just mean, we’ll have to see.
Right now it´s time for bed.
PEPE
But I have to practice!
He holds up the football is if it’s some sort of proof.
PAPA
If you’re going to play football tomorrow,
you need to sleep now.
PEPE is about to protest, but PAPA is not having it.
PAPA
Let´s go!
PEPE scribbles in frustration, but goes.
9 INT PEPE’S ROOM – EVENING
PEPE is lying in his bed, staring into the ceiling, now more
downbeat than angry. PAPA and SOFIA enter.
PAPA
Night night, Pepe.
PEPE
But what if I trip over!
Or I score a selfie.
(beat)
I don’t want to go to football
tryouts tomorrow.
Papa. I want to quit.
PAPA
After all that practice you´ve done? You´ll be fine!
PEPE
Yes. What if…oooh…aw
My tummy hurts.
PEPE holds his tummy and shrinks down under the duvet. PAPA
looks concerned.
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PAPA
Can I see?
PEPE lifts up the duvet. PAPA prods and studies PEPE’s tummy.
PAPA
Hmmm
I think you have a doodle in your tummy.
The doodle shows on PEPE’S tummy, when PAPA lifts PEPE’s hand
away.
PEPE
A doodle!?
Is it dangerous.
PEPE sticks his finger down to touch the doodle. The doodle
grins and bites his finger with its tiny teeth.
PEPE
Ouch! Hey!
PAPA
No. It´s not dangerous. It´s just teasing you.
The scribble looks cheekily at PEPE and grins maliciously.
PAPA
Everyone gets nervous sometimes.
And then you can get a silly doodle like that in your tummy.
That makes you feel scared and like you can´t do stuff.
SOFIA
Silly doodle!
PAPA leans over PEPE’s tummy.
PAPA
Hey there doodle!
You stop it!
Pepe needs to sleep!
PEPE smiles weakly. He looks at his tummy. The doodle shrinks.
SOFIA
(SHOUTS)
Go to sleep silly doodle!
Now the doodle is terrified. It shrinks even more.
PEPE (to doodle)
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(confidently)
Yes. I need to sleep now.
The doodle shrinks to a tiny little doodle. It almost looks
cute. It closes its eyes.
PAPA chuckles.
PAPA
Sleep tight, Pepe!
PAPA turns off the light. He and SOFIA leave the door slightly
ajar. PEPE holds his hand on his tummy. He takes a deep
breath. Then he falls asleep with a faint smile.
10 EXT FOOTBALL FIELD – MORNING
PEPE arrives with PAPA. CARL is standing with his friend,
MARIAM, at the sideline. She has a clipboard and is taking
notes. PEPE joins his friends. They all look equally pale.
CARL (jumps and stretches)
Warmups! Starjumps! Hep hep huuu!
The kids start to do star jumps, all bumping into each other.
CARL empties a net full of balls and goes to talk to MARIAM.
PEPE immediately tries to do ”mitch around the world”.
VIKTORIA wants to help him but she trips over, and
accidentally kicks the ball ALI was aiming at. He then trips
over VIKTORIA and misses the ball. RONALDO passes a ball to
ALI. Now ALI kicks the ball, but it hits RONALDO’s head. He
loses balance and knocks into MELINDA. She bumps into the goal
pole.
MELINDA
Ouch!
PEPE and RONALDO rush over to see if she is ok. PEPE looks
over at CARL and MARIAM as RONALDO helps MELINDA up.
CARL is nervously trying to see what the talent scout writes.
RONALDO now kicks the ball gently to MELINDA. VIKTORIA passes
to ALI and PEPE and FELIX meekly pass each other a ball. They
run together, passing the ball between them, looking unusually
clumsy. They all trip up in a pile. They look at MARIAM and
CARL.
MARIAM smiles. Then she says something to CARL. He jumps up
and high fives her. She leaves.
Everyone crowds around CARL.
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PEPE
(anxiously)
What did she say?
CARL
She said, she has never seen such
a team of nervous football players
PEPE’S shoulders drop.
PEPE
So is nobody’s going to talent camp?
CARL
Hold on!
She said, she was very impressed,
that you all turned up and tried out.
And that you all did your best today!
The team look at CARL.
PEPE
(hopeful)
And?
FELIX
And I´m good at football!
PEPE
Hey! I´m good too!
MELINDA/ ALI
And me!
VIKTORIA
And we´re all good.
PEPE
And?
CARL
(cheering)
And EVERYONE is going to talent camp!
WELL DONE!
Everyone cheers and jumps.
EVERYONE:
U 10! U 10!
Talent CAAAAMP!
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PEPE
LEAHS BIRTHDAY
Written by
Dave Ingham and Siri Melchior
FINAL DRAFT
APRIL 2020

1

TITLE SEQUENCE:
The lights go on in a huge stadium.
SFX/MUSIC: Roaring crowds and melodic football chanting,
stomping and whistling:
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP
CROWD:
PEPE! PEPE! PEPE
PEPE runs on to the stadium. He blinks at the bright lights.
We cut closer. He runs in slowmotion, like a professional
footballer. RONALDO is behind him, followed by VIKTORIA,
MELINDA and ALI. The five football friends show off their
skills. PEPE controls the ball on his head, passes it to
RONALDO, who kicks it to VIKTORIA.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
The friends line up like a football team. PEPE in the middle,
smiling proudly to the camera.
SFX: CLAP CLAP CLAP STOMP STOMP STOMP ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!” ”PEPE!”
Four giant football style letters come bouncing onto the
pitch. A giant ”P” bumps into PEPE. He dodges it, only to be
hit by a giant ”E”.
SFX: ”BOING BOING BOING” drowns out the cheering crowd.
We see it is SOFIA kicking the giant letters onto the stage.
The five friends arrange the letters so they spell out: PEPE
SOFIA and the crowd:
Pepe!
The team look a bit dishevelled as they try to pose again.
SOFIA steps right in front of PEPE. PEPE steps aside and
smiles to camera.
SFX: WHISTLE
The team run out. PEPE hesitates, waves to us, then he runs
out to join the others.
Cut to TITLE CARD: PEPE. LEAH´S BIRTHDAY
ALL CHILDREN:
(giggling)
LEAHS BIRTHDAY
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1 EXT SCHOOL YARD EARLY MORNING
SFX RIIING!
PEPE arrives at one end of the school yard. Leah enters the
school yard from the other gate, and walks across the school
yard diagonally towards him. PEPE looks at her.
PEPE
(to camera, dreamily)
There is this girl in my class.
Her name is Leah.
Suddenly Leah smiles to PEPE and waves. PEPE stops up in
surprise and smiles back shyly.
PEPE
Hi…Hello
LEAH runs happily towards PEPE. PEPE smiles uncertainly. But
LEAH runs straight past PEPE. PEPE turns around. Right behind
him, LEAH throws her arms around MIA. The two girls walk past,
giggling and oblivious to PEPE. But PEPE is not easily put
out.
PEPE
She is really nice.
And it’s her birthday tomorrow.
SFX RIIING!
Donk! RONALDO slaps PEPE on the back.
RONALDO
Come on PEPE! You’ll be late!
PEPE
Hey, Ronaldo!
PEPE wakes up and runs after RONALDO. FELIX overtakes them,
runs in through the door and slams it in their faces. PEPE and
RONALDO struggle to open it.
PEPE
Felix!
SFX RIIIING!
1b HALLWAY:
PEPE spots birthday invitations in some people’s pigeon holes.
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PEPE
Huh? Birthday invitations?
But where is mine?
Pepe sees Leah. She has dropped 2 invitations on the floor. He
helps her pick them up.
2 INT YEAR 1 CLASSROOM – MORNING
Class has started. PEPE and RONALDO scramble to their places.
PEPE sits next to his best friend, RONALDO and with VIKTORIA,
FELIX and LEAH.
SEBASTIAN
Goodmorning! Are you ready to learn today?
RONALDO
Yes!
LEAH discreetly passes a pink envelope to VIKTORIA. She turns
around to the table behind, waving another pink envelope to
MELINDA.
SEBASTIAN
What is going on over there?
LEAH quickly turns back and stuffs the two last pink envelopes
into her bag. PEPE sees them, trying to read the names on
them. He tilts his chair back to see. It creaks.
SEBASTIAN
Hmmm hmm!
4 EXT SCHOOL YARD – MORNING BREAK
RONALDO runs into the schoolyard towards ALI and FELIX, who
are playing on the climbing frame.
RONALDO looks up. PEPE grins from the top.
FELIX does a giant leap down onto the ground.
FELIX
I can jump the furthest! Oops! Ouch!
ALI
No I can!
The two boys compete. RONALDO climbs up to PEPE.
PEPE
Did you know it’s Leah’s birthday tomorrow?
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RONALDO
Oh yeah! Then she’ll bring cake in. Or sweets! Yum!
PEPE
But I don’t know what she wants for her birthday.
RONALDO
So what?
PEPE
So I don’t know what present to give her.
RONALDO
(puzzled)
But did you get invited to her party?
PEPE
No not yet.
She still has two invitations left.
Maybe one of them is for me!
SFX RIIIING!
PEPE runs towards the classroom. RONALDO looks after him.
RONALDO
Hey Pepe! Wait for me!
5 INT CLASSROOM – A MOMENT LATER
SEBASTIAN is trying to get the attention of the class.
SEBASTIAN
Hmm hmm!
PEPE leans over to peek into LEAHS bag. There is only one
invitation left. He looks around carefully and spots one
sticking out of MELINDA’s bag. Suddenly LEAH reaches down in
slowmotion and takes out the last invitation. PEPE holds his
breath. Leah throws a pencil on the floor, pretending to drop
it. She has to get up to pick it up. It has rolled all the way
over to where ALI, FELIX, and MIA sit.
LEAH gives the last invitation to MIA.
To see, PEPE has to lean so far over on his chair, that he
topples over in a crash.
SEBASTIAN
PEPE!
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PEPE sits up looking very miffed.
6 INT PEPE’S AND SOFIA’S ROOM AT MAMA’S HOUSE – LATE AFTERNOON
RONALDO watches with interest as PEPE empties his piggy bank
on his bed.
PEPE
I am still going to buy Leah a present.
RONALDO
But I thought you didn´t get invited to her party?
PEPE
Obviously! It’s only for the girls.
RONALDO
But why do you want to buy her a present, then?
PEPE
I just do!
PEPE is spooning all the coins into football wallet.
RONALDO
But are you going to use ALL of your money?
PEPE
Yep!
RONALDO
Why don’t you make her something.
Like a drawing! Girls love stuff like that.
PEPE
(with contempt)
A drawing? Seriously.
But PEPE still thinks about this idea. He blushes and has pink
squiggles on his ears.
RONALDO watches PEPE, wide-eyed, as he makes for his bedroom
door. His pink squiggles disappear with a <POP> of
decisiveness. PEPE leaves the room.
PEPE
Ronaldo! I know what I’m doing.
RONALDO follows PEPE out of the door with a little shake of
his head.
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7 INT LOCAL SHOP – LATER
PEPE and RONALDO are looking at the gift display. Here is lots
of tat, little plastic toys, pencils, rubbers.
PEPE
Let’s see..
RONALDO
Ooo ooo look Pepe – you could buy her
a jelly monster to put at the end
of her pencil…So good!
PEPE isn’t so sure.
PEPE
Mmmmm.
RONALDO
It’s brilliant, because you’d still
have some money left over to buy
sweets…(trails off)
PEPE is moving away from RONALDO – He’s seen something. A
shimmering field of glowing excitement envelopes him.
PEPE
Look!
PEPE is peering at an orange and green bracelet. It has little
football beads all around it.
PEPE
This is perfect for Leah!
RONALDO’s eyes light up – it is wonderful.
RONALDO
Yeah. I would be so happy if someone
bought me something like this.
But it looks really expensive.
PEPE
(pleased)
Yes.
PEPE takes the bracelet to the counter. He digs his hand into
his football wallet. His smile weakens as he starts counting
his coins.
PEPE
Hope I have enough money
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MR BENTON, the shopkeeper, looks up, irritated, from his
newspaper. Then he reaches out his hand.
MR BENTON
Shall I help you count them?
PEPE hands over all his coins to MR BENTON who tots up with a
finger. PEPE and RONALDO hold their breath.
MR BENTON (CONT’D)
You are missing 1 pence.
MR BENTON looks at the two boys and sighs. Then he sweeps the
coins into the till.
MR BENTON (CONT’D)
But you can pay me next time.
PEPE and RONALDO
(jump delighted)
Thank you!
MR BENTON gives PEPE a stripy paper bag with the bracelet
inside. The boys make for the door. RONALDO looks ruefully at
the sweet counter.
MR BENTON
She’s a very lucky girl.
The boys wave to MR BENTON as they exit through the door.
SFX SHOP BELL
8 INT PEPE’S AND SOFIA’S ROOM AT MAMA’S HOUSE – EARLY EVENING
PEPE wraps the present, it’s tricky with sticky tape…
PEPE
(impatient)
owww..
He manages to wind the tape around the wrapping paper – it’s
crude, but it will have to do.
Next he folds a piece of paper into a card and writes inside,
tongue poking out in concentration.
PEPE (CONT’D)
TO LEAH
FROM PEPE
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He hesitates, then he draws a picture of LEAH on the front.
He holds the card up, glances quickly to the door, then seeing
the coast is clear, gives it a kiss and stuffs it quickly into
his bag. He is now glowing pink and red.
9 INT SCHOOL YARD – NEXT DAY
Here comes LEAH with a big tray of pink cupcakes. VIKTORIA and
MELINDA crowd around her, looking greedily at the cakes.
VIKTORIA
Wow! Did you bake them?
Happy birthday!
MELINDA
What did you get for your birthday?
LEAH
A hamster!
VIKTORIA
Oooo! What’s it called?
LEAH
He’s called Caramel!
MELINDA AND VIKTORIA
(giggling)
Caramel!
The girls walk into school like a three-headed creature. PEPE
crosses the school yard with his big backpack.
SFX RIIIIN!
PEPE runs the last bit.
10. INT CLASSROOM - A MOMENT LATER
All the children watch SEBASTIAN, as he lifts the tray with
pink cupcakes up on a high shelf.
FELIX
Can we eat them now?
SEBASTIAN
No Felix. Later.
While everyone concentrates on the cupcakes, PEPE tiptoes to
LEAH’s bag. It is hanging on her chair. He opens it carefully
and stuffs something inside.
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11 INT SCHOOL YARD – CLIMBING FRAME – MIDMORNING BREAK
PEPE, FELIX, RONALDO and ALI are kicking a ball round the
football pitch in the playground. Ali lets out a <SIGH>.
RONALDO
What’s wrong Ali?
ALI looks over to LEAH who is playing with MELINDA and
VIKTORIA.
ALI
(sighs again)
I’ve got to go to Leah’s birthday party.
PEPE
(shocked)
What! I thought it was only for the girls!
ALI
(sighs again)
Yes but my mum and her mum are best friends!
So I have to go.
PEPE turns red.
PEPE
Maybe..it will be fun?
ALI
A girl’s party?
PEPE looks at the miserable ALI.
PEPE
I think Leah might invite me too.
PEPE blushes and stares at his feet. RONALDO looks concerned.
ALI
(delighted)
Really?
Yes – one more boy!
Promise?
PEPE
Yeah! For sure!
SFX RIIIING
ALI races away with FELIX.
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ALI
(arms out like an aeroplane)
I’m first. Neeeow!
FELIX
I am! Neeoooooow!
RONALDO
Pepe? Why do you think that…
PEPE is now so burning hot, black smoke is coming out of his
ears.
PEPE
(irritated)
Ronaldo! Of course Leah will invite me!
Just wait until she sees my present.
12 INT CLASSROOM – LATER
LEAH is passing out her cupcakes. PEPE and RONALDO are eating
theirs. RONALDO gobbles his up, PEPE only takes a tiny bite.
RONALDO
Has Leah opened her present yet?
PEPE shushes him.
PEPE
Shhh noo…it’s in her bag.
RONALDO drops his cupcake, but catches it with his shoe. He
now lifts up the shoe and eats the cupcake stuck on the toe.
He smiles to MELINDA, who is watching him disapprovingly.
RONALDO
Ooookay!
SFX RIIINA!
SFX CLASSROOM COMMOTION
RONALDO
FELIX ALI
Yes! Home time!
RONALDO bends down to put his shoe back on, tying tricky
laces. Commotion. Children gobble up their cupcakes and pack
up. PEPE has hardly eaten anything. He stares at LEAH. Then he
slowly packs his school bag without taking his eyes off LEAH.
LEAH opens her bag to put her pencil case in. She frowns. Then
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she fishes up a crumpled present. She studies it suspiciously.
PEPE sinks down into his chair.
VIKTORIA and MELINDA immediately crowd around LEAH.
VIKTORIA
A present!
RONALDO looks up from his laces.
PEPE takes in a breath – His ears go pink and he blushes.
LEAH takes out the crumpled present and card.
MELINDA
What is it? Open it!
LEAH unwraps the present. Here is PEPE’s bracelet.
MELINDA (CONT’D)
A bracelet!
VIKTORIA
That’s so cool!
LEAH
Hmmm…..
LEAH nods...
LEAH (CONT’D)
But I’ve already got one of those.
VIKTORIA AND LEAH
Huh?
LEAH look uncomfortable.
Cut to PEPE –He melts down under the desk. LEAH places his
bracelet on the desk.
VIKTORIA
But who is it from?
MELINDA opens the card and reads.
MELINDA
To Leah from Pepe.
LEAH snatches the card.
LEAH (CONT’d)
Who’s Pepe?
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LEAH looks puzzled.
VIKTORIA
(giggling)
Seriously LEAH! He sits just opposite you
MELINDA
(points)
There!…next to RONALDO.
She points at PEPE’s seat – but now he has disappeared.
Only RONALDO sits there, staring at them.
13 EXT PLAYGROUND – MOMENTS LATER
PEPE rolls into the playground like a crumpled little
squiggle. He rattles like the pieces of a broken heart.
14 INT CLASSROOM – MOMENTS LATER
LEAH, VIKTORIA and MELINDA put their rucksacks on. LEAH
admires the pretty drawing on her card. MELINDA and VIKTORIA
look over her shoulder.
MELINDA
It’s you, Leah!
LEAH
Yeah. He’s really good at drawing.
MELINDA
Come on! I want to see you hamster!
LEAH stuffs the drawing into her bag. The girls make for the
door giggling, the rejected bracelet left on LEAH’S desk.
RONALDO stares at it. Then he carefully picks it up.
15 EXT SCHOOL PLAYGROUND – MOMENTS LATER
The playground is empty apart from PEPE who is sitting alone
on the bottom of the climbing frame.
RONALDO
Hey PEPE! PEPE!
PEPE
Mmm
RONALDO stares at his unhappy friend.
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RONALDO
Leah really liked your drawing.
PEPE
mmm.
RONALDO
She said you’re really good at drawing.
PEPE looks up.
RONALDO
And she took it home.
PEPE
Really? You mean in her bag?
RONALDO
Yes!
Yeah! Told you - girls like drawings.
RONALDO holds up the bracelet…
RONALDO
But she forgot this thing.
She said she already has one.
PEPE takes the bracelet. He still looks sad.
RONALDO
Let’s take the bracelet back to the
shop. You can get your money back.
PEPE shakes his head and hands the bracelet back to RONALDO.
PEPE
No. You can have it–
for my best friend.
RONALDO swells with pride.
RONALDO
Owww. Thanks Pepe.
RONALDO puts it on.
PEPE
Take this!
PEPE kicks a ball, that is lying on the ground. RONALDO head
butts it. They boys run off.
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The boys run towards the exit of the playground where PAPA and
SOFIA are waiting for them.
PEPE
DAD! Can Ronaldo come for a playdate?
RONALDO bounces the ball playfully on PEPE’s head.
PAPA
Yes!
RONALDO and PAPA
Yesssss!
PEPE and RONALDO playfully run along with PAPA and SOFIA
trailing after them.
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